WHAT ARE ELECTRONIC LOGGING DEVICES?
A tamper-resistant device synced with a vehicle’s engine that logs when and for how long a commercial vehicle is in use.

ALIGNMENT:
Canadian standards align closely with U.S. regulations so Canadian and U.S. operators can legally use their logging device in both countries.

ELECTRONIC LOGGING DEVICES FOR COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES

BENEFITS:
1. Improves compliance with legal amount of driving hours
2. Reduces risk of fatigue-related collisions
3. Makes it easy to verify driver records
4. Eliminates need for most old paper logs
5. Promotes fair competition between motor carriers

INTRODUCTION:
2017 – Transport Canada proposes mandatory use of logging devices (Canada Gazette, Pt. I)
2019 – Transport Canada finalizes rules for use of logging devices (Canada Gazette, Pt. II)
2021 – Transport Canada requires new logging devices for use in all commercial motor vehicles